Abstract: Many natural and man-made lineaments form networks that can be analysed through entropy and energy considerations. Here we report the results of a detailed study of the variations in trends and lengths of 1554 named streets and 6004 street segments, forming a part of the evolving street network of the city of Dundee in East Scotland. Based on changes in the scaling exponents (ranging from 0.24 to 3.89), the streets can be divided into 21 populations. For comparison, we analysed 221 active crustal fractures in Iceland that (a) are of similar lengths as the streets of Dundee; (b) are composed of segments; and (c) form evolving networks. The streets and fractures follow power-law size distributions (validated through various statistical tests) that can be partly explained in terms of the energies needed for their formation. The entropies of the 21 street populations and 9 fracture populations show strong linear correlations with (1) the scaling exponents (R 2 = 0.845-0.947 for streets, R 2 = 0.859 for fractures) and with (2) the length ranges, that is, the differences between the longest and shortest streets/fractures, (R 2 = 0.845-0.906 for streets, R 2 = 0.927 for fractures).
Introduction
Power-law distributions are very common in artificial (man-made) and natural phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] . Power laws are scale free (scale invariant); in contrast to, say, normal (Gaussian) distributions, there are no objects (or events or processes) that are typical for the distribution as a whole [3] . Following early pioneering studies [5, 6] interest in and research on power laws have increased much during the last decades, with a large number of papers and many books being published on the topic [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The lengths of streets in a city and the lengths of crustal (rock) fractures analysed in this paper both follow power-law distributions. A street length is either the length from one junction to another, in which case we use the term 'street segment' or the entire length of street with a given name, in which case we use the term 'named street'. A rock (crustal) fracture is any mechanical break or discontinuity that separates a rock body (or a crustal segment) into two or more parts. One of many connections between streets and fractures is that the networks of streets in many cities are partly controlled by the shapes of the cities which, in turn, commonly depend on some landscape features. These features include valleys, rivers, mountain fronts, and the sea (the coast), many of which originate along crustal weaknesses, primarily crustal fractures [11] [12] [13] .
One theme of this paper is that for many cities, particularly those whose shapes are largely controlled by landscape constraints, we may expect certain similarities between the development of the street networks and fracture networks in nature. We explore this theme with new data on street and fracture networks, in particular their trends (orientation) and length distributions. Although street networks have been studied before using different methods [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , not much quantitative data exist on the variation in street trends and lengths within cities. We are also unaware of any study that correlates street networks with city shape as controlled by external landscape factors. Similarly, while rock-fracture networks have been studied in many parts of the Earth's surface, we are unaware of any attempts to compare these with street networks in cities. A street/fracture network is a system of lineaments, some of which are interconnected. If the system is evolving (active), it exchanges energy (and sometimes matter) with its environment and is thus either a closed or, more generally, an open system. A street/fracture network seeks equilibrium with its surroundings, and may approach it during certain periods. In particular, the network may be in thermal equilibrium but then energy is exchanged to maintain the same temperature inside and outside the system. An evolving lineament network, however, receives energy input and, while expanding, does not reach equilibrium with its surroundings.
Here we explore the similarities (and dissimilarities) between two complex dynamic systems of lineaments, namely the street networks in a medium-size city and the fracture networks in a part of an active rift zone. We point out that streets and fractures have many geometric properties in common, such as that they are composed of segments, have similar length ranges, and follow power-law size distributions. Furthermore, both streets and fractures form parts of networks that evolve through time and need energy input for their growth. Thus, for a fracture/street of a given type, there is certain energy needed for a unit extension of a tectonic fracture, but also for a unit extension (construction) of a street. The main focus is on the street networks in the city of Dundee, an old city in East Scotland [19, 20] , and the fracture networks in the Holocene (less than 10,000 year-old) basaltic lava flows of the rift zone in Southwest Iceland (Figure 1 ). Both types of networks occur within elongated (roughly elliptical or semi-elliptical) structures. The city of Dundee has a crude semi-elliptical boundary, part of which is determined by the coastline (a landscape boundary). Similarly, the fractures in Southwest Iceland are confined to fracture/fissure swarms which are roughly elliptical in shape, with the long axes coinciding with the axis of the rift zone itself.
The first aim of this paper is to quantify the trends (orientations) of streets in the city of Dundee, Scotland, and compare them with trends of fractures in the Holocene rift zone of Southwest Iceland. The second aim is to present and discuss the physical meanings of the scaling exponents and the calculated entropies of the power-law length distributions of streets and fractures. The third aim is to compare the entropies of the length-frequency distributions of the street and fracture populations with their scaling exponents, length ranges, and possible energy inputs in order to understand better their development.
Figure 1. (a)
Location and overview of the city of Dundee, East Scotland. The city has an overall shape crudely similar to that of half an ellipse, where the major axis coincides with the northern coastline of the Firth of Tay. From Google Earth, the longitude and latitude of the city are also given. (b) Location and geometries of the fissure swarms of Southwest Iceland. All the fracture data used in the paper is from the networks or swarms marked A (Thingvellir) and B (Vogar). Also indicated is the direction of regional tension (large arrows) in this part of Iceland and the local tension across the fissure swarms (small arrows). The tensile stresses associated with these directions are the driving forces of fracture formation.
Power Laws
A frequency (probability) distribution, an equation in the form:
is a power-law distribution where p(x) is the number or frequency of objects (here, the number of streets or fractures in a binned histogram), C is a constant of proportionality, and D is the scaling exponent [21] . In this paper, the power laws were normally fitted using programs such as Matlab [22] or Statistica [23] .
To determine whether a distribution such as that shown in Figure 2 is really a power law, we plot the logarithms of the values (x) and their probability p(x), that is, log(p(x)) = log (C) í D log(x). A straight line on the log-log (bi-logarithmic) plot is then an indication that it is a power law (Figure 2 ). Further tests of power-law fits are in Section 8 and in [9] .
For power laws based on histograms with certain bin widths or class limits the scaling exponent depends on the chosen class limits (their widths). Also, there is commonly a considerable noise at the lower end of the straight line because there each class has few, sometimes no, samples or observations so that there are large fluctuations in the counts (Figure 2 ). We therefore use cumulative frequency distributions and plot the cumulative probability p(x) that x has a value greater than or equal to x, namely:
If the cumulative distribution follows a power law
, then: A log-log plot of p(x) in Equation (3) yields a straight line, but with a shallower slope than for p(x) in Equation (1) . In the cumulative frequency distribution less data is obscured as noise than when using histograms. Cumulative power laws are commonly referred to as following Zipf's Law [4] or the Pareto Distribution [24] .
Measurements of Streets and Fractures

Streets
To obtain quantitative data on street lengths and trends, we used Dundee, an old city with a current population of about 150,000, located along the north coast of a fjord named Firth of Tay in East Scotland (Figure 1 ). The oldest maps of the city date from around the end of the 16th century, at which time only about 1% of the current street pattern existed [19, 20] . The city has clear boundaries, its overall shape is partly controlled by external constraints, primarily the coastline of the Firth of Tay, and the availability of GIS datasets makes it possible to carry out a detailed analysis of its street network. Additional reason for its selection is that the settlement has existed at least from medieval times and is historically interesting [19, 20] .
In the analysis, there is a distinction between a named street and a street segment. A named street refers to an entire street as identified by a unique name or an ID. Thus, a named street commonly consists of many street segments and begins and ends where different street names take over. A street segment is normally just a part of a named street and is defined as the distance from one junction to the next one. Data on named streets are less accurate than data on street segments because some names in the databases may be missing or incorrect. However, both named streets and street segments are analysed in this paper.
Fractures
There are many striking similarities between crustal fracture networks in active areas and street networks ( Figure 1 ). First, most crustal fractures and streets are composed of segments and many major fractures (and all major streets) have names. Second, both streets and fractures from parts of systems or networks that evolve and expand through time. Third, the networks of street and fractures are confined to certain areas of certain shapes at any particular time, and their main trends follow roughly normal distributions. Fourth, the length ranges are similar: from 3 m to 3023 m for the streets and from 40 m to 7736 m for the fractures. Fifth, the lengths of both streets and fractures follow power-law size distributions.
Street segments are the distances between junctions. For fractures, segments are either the distances between points of linkages or the distances between junctions. The main function of a street segment is to channel traffic flow which, in turn, is fundamentally analogous with, and often modelled as, fluid transport. Similarly, most crustal fractures, at various scales, transport fluids while they form parts of active networks. The analogy goes further. Both for streets and fractures, a certain energy is needed for their unit extension. Energy is needed for the extension (construction) of a street of a given type [25] . This energy is provided through human operations. Similarly, for a rock fracture energy is needed to overcome the surface energy of the rock, and this energy derives from the elastic potential energy stored in the rock before fracture propagation [26] . This energy is provided through natural processes related to stresses and crustal movements that are primarily generated by external tectonic forces at plate boundaries.
The driving forces of the street network of a city are partly internal (socio-economic), primarily the pressure of its growing population and wealth, and partly external (geographical/geological), particularly the constraints set by landscape factors. Since landscape factors are largely controlled by crustal weaknesses, primarily fractures, there may often be a clear correlation between the shape of a city controlled by its landscape factors and the fracture pattern of that part of the Earth's surface within which the city is located.
Many, and perhaps most, cities are controlled by comparatively old landscapes: the ages of the fractures controlling the river channels, the valleys, the mountain slopes, and the coastlines may be of the order of thousands or millions of years. Many old fractures are still weaknesses that are easily eroded and thereby maintain their control of the present landscape, but they do not, in their current state, provide clear indications as to how they initiated and evolved. To understand the evolution of crustal fractures for comparison with man-made lineaments such as streets, it is better to study fractures in tectonically active areas (Figure 1) . The best such areas are the boundaries between the tectonic plates that constitute the Earth's surface shell, the lithosphere, some of which are characterised by rift zones.
Here we focus on the rift zone in Southwest Iceland (Figure 1 ), a well-studied zone [27] [28] [29] where fracture development is monitored through geodetic studies [30] and the properties of the rocks hosting the fractures are well known [26] . All the fractures are comparatively young (less than 10,000-year-old) and form networks (swarms) that are still growing.
Methods of Measurement
The street/fracture trend variations are presented with rose diagrams (Figures 3-5 ). Rose diagrams are used to show the trend of either certain processes, such as wind directions at a certain locality over a certain period (a wind rose), or of certain lineaments such as rock fractures or streets [31, 32] . For lineaments, such as streets and fractures, rose diagrams show the frequency of lineaments in a certain direction (orientation), that is, within a certain class or bin. Here the class or bin widths used are 10q and the length of each sector or bin is a measure of the number or frequency of fractures/streets that fall into that bin. Our analysis of the lineament trends, represented by rose diagrams, used the program GEOrient [33] .
There are two types of trend data: directional and oriented. In directional data we can distinguish one end of the lineament from the other, or left from the right, such as for flow in a river or a dominating wind direction. Oriented data, by contrast, relate to phenomena without a directional distinction, such as crustal fractures or streets in a city [31] . Thus, if the data is directional then the rose diagram shows a unidirectional or asymmetric trend distribution; if the data is oriented the rose diagram shows a bidirectional or symmetrical trend distribution. For directional data the measured data azimuths range from 0 to 360°. For oriented data, however, the opposite directions (in classes or sectors), 180° apart, are equivalent. Here we use oriented fracture and street data so that the rose diagrams show bidirectional or symmetric trend distribution on a complete circle.
Rose diagrams can be made using either weighted or non-weighted data (Figures 3-5 ). The trends of streets are non-weighted when their lengths are not considered so that short streets and long streets have equal weight in the rose diagram. By contrast, when the street length is weighted by the length of the shortest street, more weight is given to the long streets because they consist of many short segments. We use standard regression methods for calculating the power laws in the ordinary plots as well as in log-log plots (Figure 2 ). Cumulative distributions [Equations (2) and (3)] are used to show the power-law properties of street and fracture lengths. From the slope of the straight lines on the loglog plots (Figure 2) , we calculate the scaling exponents of the power laws. Figure 3 . The street network of Dundee used in the present study. The rose diagrams are for all the street segments (6004) and all the named streets (1554). The weighted data take the street lengths into account, that is, give more weight to long streets in the roses, whereas the non-weighted data do not.
Street Trends and Lengths
Variation in Street-Segment Trends within Dundee
A total of 6004 street segments and 1554 named streets were measured. Each rose diagram in Figure 4 shows the orientation of street segments within a circle (a subset) using class limits (aggregations) of 10 degrees. We choose the subsets according to three criteria: (1) The number of streets should be similar in all the subareas (for each subset, the average number of measured street segments is 858). (2) All the subareas should be of a similar size. And (3) the subsets should reflect the changes in trend of the coastline. There are two main street trends: one is roughly north-south (strictly, trending north-northwest to south-southeast) the other roughly east-west (strictly, trending east-northeast to west-southwest) ( Figure 3 ). The north-south trend is coast-perpendicular, the east-west trend coast-parallel, and both trends change with changes in the direction of the coast line. For example, the coastline and the coast-parallel street segments become east-northeast trending towards the east part of the city (Figure 4 ). At the same time, the northerly trending streets remain orthogonal and thus become north-northwest trending towards the eastern part of the city. There are also very significant changes at the lateral (east-west) ends of the city which are partly attributable to many streets in these parts being roughly perpendicular to the curved boundary of the city at these localities ( Figures 1, 3 and 4) .
At the lateral ends of the city, where the city boundary is curved ( Figures 1 and 4) , the weighted and non-weighted segment trends are very similar (Figure 4 ), indicating that the segments trending in the various directions have similar lengths. In the weighted data, the coast-parallel streets dominate (Figure 4) , showing that they are, on average, longer than the coast-perpendicular streets.
The coastal effects on the street network of Dundee are thus clear as regards three factors. First, one of the two dominating street trends follows the coastline of the Firth of Tay very closely ( Figure 1 ). The trend of the coastline itself is partly controlled by crustal fractures which form the part of a major fault zone [34] . Second, the streets parallel with the coastline are, on average, longer than the streets perpendicular to it. This is presumably because the city originated at the coast, at the first useable harbour, and subsequently grew partly inland but primarily along the coast. Third, the overall shape of the city is largely controlled by the coastline which has acted as a major external constraint on the city shape.
Variation in Named-Street Trends within Dundee
When analysing the trends of the 1554 named streets, we divided the studied part of the city into four subareas, rather than the seven for street segments, for two reasons. First, we wanted to have a reasonably large number of streets in each subarea ( Figure 5 ). Second, for the named streets, the analysed four parts cover the whole width of the city and thus focus somewhat less on the coastal areas than the seven street-segment parts (which cover primarily the near-cost parts of the city). Each rose represents, on average, 388 named streets, the street orientation being in classes each of which spans 10 degrees (the 10q-class limits).
Figure 5.
Comparison between the non-weighted (upper rose diagrams) and weighted (lower rose diagrams) of the trends of 1554 named streets along the coast of Dundee, divided into four subareas.
As for the street segments, the coast-parallel named streets are, on average, longer than the coastperpendicular streets ( Figure 5 ) and show wider trend distributions at the lateral ends of the city than in its central parts. Also, the weighted and non-weighted data show similar trend distributions at the lateral ends, indicating that all the named streets in these parts have roughly equal lengths ( Figure 5 ).
Normal Distribution for the Main Street Trends
We define certain sectors, that is, trend ranges, around each of the main orthogonal trends and calculate the mean trend of that sector ( Figure 6 ). The results for the city as a whole show that the street-trend distributions follow approximately normal curves ( Figure 6 ). We also found (not shown here) that that the two main (orthogonal) street trends in each of the studied subareas of street segments ( Figure 4 ) approximately follow normal distributions, both as regards the coast-parallel and coast-perpendicular trends.
The mean trend of both the coast-parallel and the coast-perpendicular trends in each of the subareas ( Figure 4 ) can now be calculated. As an example, the mean trends (azimuths, degrees) of the coast-parallel segments in the areas numbered 1-7 in Figure 4 are as follows: 105.7, 90.9, 52.5, 64.5, 89.3, 59.6, and 53.5. Clearly, the mean trends reflect the change in the general trend of the coastline.
Power Law Street-Length Distributions
The cumulative frequency distributions of the length of all the measured streets in Dundee are shown in Figures 7-10 . For the 6004 street segments the minimum length is 3 m and the maximum 2249 m, whereas for the named streets (1554 data) the minimum length is 15 m and the maximum 3023 m. The street segments and named streets both show power-law frequency distributions, in accordance with Equation (1). The length distributions (Figures 7a and 8a) for both segments and named streets seem reasonably close to following power laws. This applies also to selected streets from the two main orthogonal trends ( Figures 9 and 10 ). On log-log plots, however, the deviations from the straight line are large and two straight lines (two power laws, Figures 7c, 9c1,c2), or, occasionally, three straight lines (Figures 8c, 10c1,c2 ), fit the data much better, suggesting that both segments and named streets follow power laws that have different slopes (scaling exponents) for different street length ranges. Different slopes of these kinds, referred to as double scaling laws when involving two straight lines, are observed in many power-law data sets [35] , including those on fractures [36, 37] . 
Fracture Trends and Lengths
All the 221 fractures analysed in this paper were collected from two networks or swarms in the active rift zone of Southwest Iceland, the Thingvellir Swarm and the Vogar Swarm. The Thingvellir swarm contains 101 fractures, the Vogar Swarm 120 fractures. Both swarms are elongated and form parts of larger volcantectonic systems, roughly elliptical in shape (Figure 1 ). The Vogar Swarm itself is about 80 km 2 and the Thingvellir Swarm about 120 km 2 . All the fractures are generated in the same tectonic regime, located in rocks of the same age and with the same mechanical properties (basaltic pahoehoe lava flows about 10 ka old), and are of the same two basic types, namely tension fractures (tensile cracks) and normal faults (shear cracks). They may therefore be analysed as a single population. When all the fractures are grouped together, their trends follow approximately a normal distribution ( Figure 11 ). The northeast peak trend is perpendicular to the local tensile stress although somewhat oblique to the regional direction of the spreading vector responsible for the tectonic plates moving apart in Iceland (Figure 1 ). The lengths of the fractures, measured in the field (using a tape) and from aerial photographs (using stereoscopes and micrometers), range from 40 m to 7,700 m with an arithmetic average of 617 m ("average" is, of course, not a very meaningful parameter for a power-law distribution but useful in this context). The length distribution of all the fractures follows a power law, as indicated in the bin (histogram) plot in Figure 2 . However, in the log-log plot of all the fractures in Figure 12 there is an abrupt change in slope, a break, at a length of 400-600 m.
All the fractures are tension fractures and normal faults, both of which trend in a direction that is perpendicular to the maximum tensile principal stress at the time of fracture formation. Since the fractures are vertical at and close to the surface, the maximum tensile stress is horizontal and perpendicular to the fracture trend. Tension fractures form as a result of absolute tensile stresses, that is, when a crustal segment is ruptured by tensile stresses which, in turn, are generated by the divergent movement of the lithospheric plates [29, 30] . The movement or displacement across a tension fracture plane is in a direction perpendicular to the fracture plane and is generated by stresses that act perpendicular or normal to the plane of the fracture, normal stresses.
By contrast, all faults (earthquake fractures) are generated by shear stresses, that is, stresses that act parallel to the fracture (fault) plane. The movement or displacement across the fault plane is thus in a direction parallel to the fracture walls. A fundamental change occurs in the mechanics of fracture formation once a tension fracture develops into a normal fault [26] . Some fractures are hybrid, that is, partly tension fractures and partly shear fractures, and referred to as mixed-mode fractures. These are common at the surface of rift zones where growing tension fractures gradually change into normal faults [26] [27] [28] .
The break at the length of 400-600 m corresponds roughly to the change from pure tension fractures to mixed-mode fractures. The fractures are initially generated as pure tension fractures but when they reach a certain depth they must change into normal faults. This depth can be calculated from the Griffith theory of fracture development and is, for the Icelandic rift zone, most commonly about 300-400 m [26, 38] . This also fits with the field observations which indicate that the tension fractures are on average 370 m long in the Vogar Swarm, whereas the pure normal faults, in the same swarm, are on average 1990 m long [38] .
Similar abrupt changes in the slope of the straight line in a log-log plot of fractures have been observed elsewhere [36, 37] . The results apply not only to plots of fracture lengths [36] , but also to the distances between the fractures in profiles, that is, to fracture spacing [37] . Hatton et al. [36] studied fractures in Iceland, but in different areas and at different lengths scales from those in the present study. The breaks in the slopes of the fractures are thus likely to be related to changes in the types of fractures. This means that the different slopes on the log-log plots refer to different fracture populations. 
Street Populations
The breaks in the slopes of the straight lines on the log-log plots of the streets, we suggest, refer to different street populations (Figures 7-10 ). The street segments show a change in the slope of the straight line on the log-log plot at a length of about 140 m (Figures 7c and 9c) . Segments that are shorter than about 140 m have a much shallower straight-line slope than those that exceed that length.
The break occurs over a certain length range, so that the length at which the break occurs would more accurately be given as 140 ± 15 m. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is a break and the slopes of the lines and their scaling exponents change from 0.89 and 1.08 to 2.46 and 2.01, respectively (Figure 9c) .
The named-street show two breaks (three straight lines) on the log-log plots (Figures 8c, 10c1,c2 ). The first break in slope occurs at the same length as that for the street segments, namely at about 140 m. There the slope on the coast-parallel plot changes from 0.25 to 1.41, whereas that on the coast-perpendicular plot changes from 0.24 to 1.93 (Figure 10c1,c2) . These slope changes thus occur at the same length and are rather similar. The second break in slope, however, differs between the coast-parallel and the coast-perpendicular trends. For the coast-parallel trend, the second break in slope occurs at a length of 640 m, where the slope changes from 1.41 to 2.22. For the coast-perpendicular trend, however, the break in slope occurs at 540 m, where slope changes from 1.93 to 3.89 ( Figure 10c) .
We interpret these data so that the different slopes represent different street populations. The first population is composed of streets with lengths from 3 m to 140 m, for the segments, and from 15 m to 140 m for the named streets. These differ somewhat as regards the minimum length-as expected, the minimum length for named streets is greater than that for segments-but otherwise this is a single population of short to very short streets. This population comprises primarily local streets (roads), including private lanes and alleys and cul-de sacs [39] [40] [41] .
The second population is composed of two subpopulations. One consists of the street segments, the other of the named streets. The segment subpopulation ranges in length from 140 m to 1862 m. For the coast-parallel segments (D = 2.46) the maximum length is 1862 m, whereas that of the coast-perpendicular segments (D = 2.01) is 1377 m. The coast-parallel segments thus reach greater lengths than the coast-perpendicular segments.
The second subpopulation consists of named streets ranging in length from about 140 m to 640 m for the coast-parallel streets and from 140 m to 540 m for the coast-perpendicular streets. Thus, at the lengths of 540-640 m, there is a third population for the named streets, the slope of the straight line being D = 2.22 for the coast-parallel streets and D = 3.89 for the coast-perpendicular streets (Figure 10c 1 ,c 2 ) .
We interpret the second population, including both subpopulations, as being primarily composed of local roads and collectors [40, 41] . These include many unclassified streets as well as some C and B roads/streets in the British classification of roads.
The third population is primarily composed of long collectors as well as (rural) major and minor arterials. Most of these have traffic lights that stop the traffic at certain points and are thus not freeways. Many of these are primary and non-primary A roads as well as B roads in the British classification. The longest named street in the data set is about 2.7 km. However, the named streets only include those streets that have proper names. Streets that are only identified with numbers (M, A, B, etc.) do not have names and are therefore not included in the data set of named streets; however, they are included in the data set of segments.
Entropy and Street/Fracture Networks
In classical thermodynamics, entropy (S), or rather (an infinitesimal) entropy change, dS is defined as [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] :
where GQ is the energy (heat) received or absorbed by the system under consideration, T is the absolute (Kelvin) temperature at the time when that energy is received, and the entropy units are J K í1 .
For a thermally isolated system GQ = 0 so that:
a well-known version of the second law of thermodynamics. The entropy of a closed or an open system may decrease. But then the entropy of its surrounding must increase, and the total entropy of the system and its surrounding, during any particular process, will increase. Entropy as defined above does not have an obvious application to street and fracture networks but does so when related to a probability. The entropy S of an isolated system in a given macrostate where all the probabilities are the same may be presented by the Boltzmann equation [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] :
where W is the number of microstates (multiplicity) associated with that particular macrostate or, alternatively, the number of ways the objects or elements of a system can be arranged so as to reach the same total energy and p = 1/W is probability. For thermodynamic entropy, k is Boltzmann's constant (k B = 1.38066 u 1023 J K í1 ). For a general probability or frequency distribution, as in Equation (7), k is commonly regarded as an arbitrary constant with a unit value (k = 1), in which case the entropy becomes dimensionless. The meaning of k is explored further in Section 9.2. For a general probability distribution, Equation (6) becomes the Gibb's entropy formula [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] :
where t is the number of distinct objects, components, or outcomes (i = 1, 2, 3,...., t), and p i is the probability of finding the system in its i-th macrostate, that is, it refers to the (energy-dependent) probabilities of the various microstates, namely:
N n p i i (8) where n i is the number of microstates in the i-th macrostate, and the system has a total of N microstates. Equation (7) is analogous to the Shannon entropy equation in information theory [50] where, however, the logarithm used has a base 2 rather than the base e used in Equation (7) .
When applied to street/fracture networks, t in Equation (7) is the number of classes or bins that contain streets/fractures in the frequency distribution, that is, the number of bins with nonzero probabilities of streets/fractures. Also, p i is then the frequency or probability of streets/fractures belonging to the i-th bin, that is, the probability of the i-th class or bin [21, 44, 49] . When calculating the entropy using Equation (7) only those bins are included where there is at least one observed street/fracture, that is, where the probability of finding a lineament is greater than zero. By definition:
The probabilities, as applied to streets/fractures in a population, are a measure of the chances of a randomly selected street/fracture from the population falling into a particular bin. The chosen bin width or size for grouping the lineament data affects the entropies calculated using Equation (7) . Here, however, all the bin widths used for the street data are the same, namely 20 m, and those for the fractures 100 m.
If the distribution is uniform, all the bins occupied by streets/fractures have the same lengths (heights) and the entropy reaches its maximum value, which can be calculated either from Equation (6) or Equation (7) as: t k S ln (10) which is the same as Equation (6), just with a slightly different notation. The rose diagrams (Figures 3-5 ) and the histograms ( Figures 6 and 11 ) for azimuth show that streets and fractures follow close-to normal distributions as regards trend. The shape of a frequency (or probability) distribution is a measure of entropy. When there are no constraints, a peaked normal (Gaussian) distribution has comparatively low entropy whereas a flat distribution has high entropy. In the present context, as the distribution becomes flatter (more dispersed) it becomes less probable, when making a blind selection, that we would be able to specify from which trend class/bin in the histogram the lineament came.
Both the standard deviation ı and the variance ı 2 are measures of the spread and thus the entropy of the probability/frequency distribution. Tables 1 and 2 give the standard deviations of the rose diagrams in Figures 3 and 6 and show that, generally, the standard deviations of all the populations are similar (between about 22 and 29 degrees). Entropy generally increases with the flatness, dispersal or spreading of a frequency distribution and thus with the increase in the variance or standard deviation. Therefore, if all the streets/fractures had the same trend, the entropy would be minimum, whereas if there was no preferred trend (all the classes or bins were equally high), the entropy would be maximum. Because entropy in the probabilistic sense is an indication of the spread of any kind of frequency distribution, length distribution of lineaments is also a measure of entropy. To analyse further the entropy variation of the street/fracture patterns, we use Equation (7) to calculate the entropies associated with the various populations identified as well as the scaling exponents through Equation (1) . The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . We calculated the scaling exponent D and the entropy S for a total of 21 street populations; 12 for named streets and 9 for street segments. The scaling exponents and the entropies are compared in Figure 13 . Here all the populations are plotted except the last one in Table 2 (named streets), the values of which (D = 3.89, S = 2.98) lie far outside the general range for unknown reasons.
The results show a clear positive correlation between the entropy and the scaling exponent for all the street/fracture populations ( Figures 13 and 14) : as the scaling exponent increases, so does the entropy. Rock-fracture experiments also show such a linear correlation: when the scaling exponent of an evolving set of fractures increases, so does the estimated entropy of the set [51] . Similarly, when the scaling exponent of an evolving fracture set decreases, the estimated entropy of the set also decreases. Tables 1 and 2 are included here, that is, the poor singleline fits for the whole populations are omitted.
Conceptually, the changes in scaling exponent and entropy of fracture sets can be understood as follows. When the loading (stress, pressure, displacement) on a rock laboratory specimen, or a crustal segment, is increased fractures start to develop [26] . In the laboratory specimen, the fractures develop from pores (cavities) and crystals, whereas in the crustal segments they commonly develop from previously formed (existing) larger weaknesses such as the type of fractures known as joints [26] . It is from the existing weaknesses in the rock that the larger fractures develop and commonly generate patterns that are broadly similar to street patterns [52] [53] [54] [55] . The development of fracture networks with similarities to street patterns is not limited to rocks: most solid materials when subject to sufficiently high loading develop similar fracture networks [56, 57] .
The fracture network may nucleate at a notch, an area of stress concentration, from which the fractures propagate and spread in various directions as the load is increased [52] . The fractures link up in a manner similar to street networks, with gradually longer fractures developing as the fractured area expands, until the specimen fails when it forms a through-going fracture (which is also analogous to reaching the percolation threshold [58] ). Similarly, a street network may originate from the nucleus of the initial village which may be a natural harbour. Such is the case of Dundee, which gradually expanded from the harbour into, first, a village, then a town and then, eventually, a large city [19, 20] .
As the fracture network expands, that is the material damage increases and more fractures form and link together and the material approaches large-scale failure, the scaling exponent of the fracture population increases. For experiments on marble, the scaling exponent increases from about 1.7 to about 2.5, and for sandstone from 2.7 to 2.9, before specimen failure [52] . Recent experiments show that as the material damage increases, so does the entropy [59, 60] . Similarly, for the fracture populations in Iceland there is a strong linear correlation between the entropy and the scaling exponents (Figure 14a) .
A long power-law tail normally implies a more dispersed distribution (greater spreading) and therefore a comparatively high entropy. Thus, the entropy might be expected to vary positively with the length of the tail, that is, with the range in length (the difference between the maximum and the minimum length) of fractures within each population. To test this implication, we plotted the entropies of the fracture populations against their length ranges. The results (Figure 14b) show a very high linear correlation between the entropy and length range. This indicates that the calculated entropies (and scaling exponents) of the fracture populations may be regarded as a measure of the dispersion or disorder in fracture length in the populations as they develop and expand over time. Figure 13 ).
The analogy with the street populations is clear. The street network, like the fracture network, gradually expands from a nucleus (here the harbour). If the network remains unchanged as regards range in street length, then the scaling exponent (the straight-line slope on the log-log plot) and the entropy remain the same. If, however, the added short streets remain of the same length as the city expands but the maximum lengths of the added long streets increase, the length range would increase during the city evolution. By analogy with the fracture networks, the scaling exponents and the entropy are would then also increase. To test this, we plotted the entropies against the length ranges of the various street populations (Tables 1 and 2 ). The results (Figure 13b,d) show a clear positive linear correlation between entropies and the range in street length (again omitting the last population in Table 2 ). 
Tests of the Power-Law Models
It is well known that, theoretically, there is an infinite number of functions that can fit a given data set. For example, if we have N data points in a set, we can fit an (N í 1) degree polynomial perfectly through all the points [62] [63] [64] [65] . Such a fit, however, has little physical meaning if there is no underlying theory that would favour a polynomial as a model (a fit) over other functions. When we fit functions to experimental and observational data, there are many factors to consider in addition to the 'goodness of fit'. These factors include the theoretical framework within which the data were obtained and the relative 'simplicity' of the functions (a criteria, however, for which there is still not much agreement) that fit the data.
A log-log plot that yields a straight line is regarded as an indication that the data follow a power-law size distribution. However, even if the data follow a power-law distribution, it does not follow that the power law necessarily provides the best model or fit for the data. Many authors have suggested methods for testing how well power laws fit datasets in comparison with other functions (e.g., [9] ). For a standard least-squares linear regression the goodness-of-fit between the calculated line and the actual data is obtained by considering the residuals of the curve-fitting procedure, that is, the vertical distances of all the points from the regression line. If the fit is good the residuals should ideally have (1) a mean of zero, (2) have a random distribution on either side of zero (the horizontal axis in Figures 15 and 16) , that is, show no obvious structure, and (3) have a normal distribution centred on zero (the horizontal axis). We calculated the residuals for the power-law regression lines for the whole populations of street segments and named streets in Dundee. Then we compared the results with the fit with a parabola. The results (Figures 15 and 16) show as follows. For the street segments the mean of the residuals is í1.357, the standard deviation is 0.078, and the range (the difference between the maximum and minimum residual) is 0.538 (Figure 15 ). The distribution of residual values (Figure 15a) , when analysed in terms of a histogram (not shown here), is seen to be close to a normal distribution with a peak (mode) at around 0.1 The value of R 2 may be regarded as a measure of the goodness-of-fit. For a parabola-function, we get R 2 = 0.9903 whereas for the power law its is R 2 = 0.9818. Clearly, both the power law and the parabola-function fit the dataset well. For the named streets the mean of the residuals is 1.575, the standard deviation is 0.21, and the range is 1.388 (Figure 16 ). The distribution of residual values (Figure 16a) , when analysed as a histogram (not shown here), is, again, not far from a normal distribution and with a peak (mode) at around 0.1. For a parabola-function, we get R 2 = 0.9892 whereas for the power law R 2 = 0.9157.
Clearly, both the power law and the parabola-function fit the dataset well. Thus, in both cases the power-laws are reasonable approximate models for the datasets, whereas the parabola-functions are somewhat better models from a purely statistical point of view. However, the difference in the R 2 values between the power laws and the parabola-functions is not large enough to be, solely on the grounds of better fit, a reason for abandoning the power laws in favour of parabola-functions.
We also tested the various power-law populations with the maximum likelihood method (e.g., [1, 9] ), using the program Matlab and the statistical programing language R [66] . Using this method, we compared the power-law fits with log-normal, exponential, and stretched exponential fits. Some of our populations fit the power-law model very well, others less well (Table 3) . Briefly, if the p-value of the power-law model is greater than 0.1 then the power law is a plausible model for the data (e.g., street segments). However, a large p-value does not necessarily mean that a power law is the best model for the data. Therefore, we compared the power-law model with alternative models using a likelihood ratio test and calculating the log-likelihood ratio (LR) and corresponding p-value as an indication for standard deviations of that ratio. Table 3 . Tests of power-law behaviour of Dundee data sets (street segments and named streets). The symbols used are given in parenthesis as follows. Number of street segments and named street with two subpopulations (n); scaling exponent, based on the maximum likelihood estimation, (Į) with its standard error shown; the number of observations in the power-law region (range) (n tail ) with its standard error shown; lower bound of power law (x min ) at which the power law no longer applies, with the standard error of x min shown; power-law models (fits) and the corresponding p-values, and p-values for the fits and log-likelihood ratios (LR) for the alternative models. A p-value tells us whether the observed sign of LR is statistically significant. If the p is less than 0.1 then it is unlikely that the observed sign is a chance result of statistical fluctuations and the sign may be regarded as a reliable indicator of which of the two models gives the best fit. By contrast, if p is large, the sign is not reliable and the test cannot discriminate between the two alternative models (fits).
Tests of power-law behaviour in street data
The main reason that we use the power-law models, however, has little to do with the exactness of the fit but rather with the division of the streets and fractures into populations based on their scaling exponents. In the case of streets, the different populations have different functionality as regards traffic. In the case of fractures, the mechanics of formation differs between the populations. In the present context the main point is that the scaling exponents, as determined from the log-log plots of the (approximate) power laws, yield populations of different types. Furthermore, these populations, as regards their scaling exponents and length ranges, show strong linear correlations with the calculated entropies. Thus, in approximating the street and fracture populations as power laws, we have found relations that may be connected to the general physical processes, particularly energy input, that control the evolution of street and fracture populations, as is discussed further in Section 9.
Discussion
Power-law distributions may be generated using the process of continuous growth and preferential attachment [1, 2, 67, 68] . In the scale-free (scale invariant) networks the nodes (or vertices) that connect through links (or edges) with other nodes are the elements that show power-law distributions [2, 3, 67, 68] . That is, some nodes, referred to as hubs, have a very high number of connections, through links, to other nodes, whereas most nodes have comparatively few links to other nodes. In the street/fracture plots, however, it is not the number of lineaments that meet at particular intersections that is being plotted and provides the power-law distribution but rather the lengths of the lineaments. Since lineaments in many ways correspond better to the links than with the nodes in network analysis, this difference between the elements showing the power-law distributions in street/fracture networks and the most commonly analysed networks [2] should be kept in mind.
Both fractures and streets satisfy the conditions for continuously growing networks. For a fissure swarm, the growth of its fracture network continues so long the movements of the lithospheric plates provide the necessary energy and stress needed to keep the network growing [29] . Similarly, a street network keeps growing so long as the city that it serves keeps growing (mainly as a result of increasing population and wealth).
Many authors have explored the relationships between cities, and their spatial networks, and various mathematical and physical theories, particularly fractals [69] [70] [71] , complexity theory and self-organisation [72, 73] , cellular automata [8] , percolation theory [74] network theory [75, 76] , scaling relations [1] [2] [3] , statistical mechanics and, in particular, entropy [77] [78] [79] . Similarly, many authors have considered the evolution of fracture systems and how they relate to stress concentrations, general theories of damage, scaling exponents and entropies [26, 51, 52, 53, 56, 59, 60, [80] [81] [82] .
Hardly any attempt, however, has been made to relate entropy to the power-law length distributions of streets and fractures in the manner done in this paper. The present calculations are based on the assumption of no constraints (in a future development of this work, the effects of various constraints will be considered). Using this assumption, however, the conclusion is that the entropies of the street/fracture populations are linearly related to their scaling exponents and length ranges (Figures 13  and 14) . These results are in agreement with those obtained from street networks in some other cities [83] .
The Length-Size Distribution of the Lineaments
The power-law size distribution of the fracture populations (Figures 2 and 12 ) may be partly explained in terms of Griffith's theory of fracture, which is based on the global balance of energy in a solid body (here a rock body) with existing flaws or micro-cracks (e.g, [84, 85] ). The theory explores (i) the energy stored as potential (including strain) energy in the solid, (ii) the energy needed to generate a new crack surface, and (iii) the work performed during the crack growth by the loads on the body.
The total energy U t of the thermodynamic system or fracture network is given by:
For the fracture network, Ȇ is the potential energy of the that part of the plate boundary segment which hosts the network, and W s is the surface energy or work needed to generate two new fracture surfaces. The two possible sources of the potential energy are (i) the internal strain energy U 0 stored in the plate boundary segment prior to fracture propagation, and (ii) the work W L done on the boundary through the generalised plate-tectonic forces F operating on the boundary while the fracture propagates. For a fracture to propagate, the total energy U t [Equation (11)] must be large enough to overcome the surface energy W s . Fracture propagation occurs when the energy release rate G reaches its critical value G c , namely when [26, 84, 85] : (12) where dA is the new (added) fracture surface area during fracture propagation and the energy release rate G is defined as decrease in potential energy Ȇ [Equation (11)] as the fracture propagates, namely as:
The critical energy release rate G c is known as material toughness.
Equations (12) and (13) can also be expressed in terms of fracture length (half-length for a central fracture) a, which may be more appropriate since we deal here with fracture lengths rather than surface areas (Figures 2 and 12) . Then the plane-strain energy release rate of a tension (mode I) fracture G I in terms of applied tensile stress ı is given by [26, 84, 85] :
where E is Young's modulus and Ȟ is Poisson's ratio of the host rock. A normal fault may, depending on its geometry, be modelled either as a mode II crack or mode III crack [26] . For a normal fault modelled as a 'part-through' mode II crack, as would be appropriate for many of the shorter normal faults [27, 28] , the driving shear stress W d is substituted for ı in Equation (14) . A normal fault that extends from the surface of the rift zone to a magma reservoir (that is, between two free surfaces), such as applies to some of the longest normal faults studied here [27, 28] , a mode III through-crack model is appropriate, in which case the energy release rate is [26, 84, 85] :
where all the symbols are as defined above.
Equations (12)- (15) show that for a tectonic fracture (here tension fractures and normal faults) to grow, that is, to increase its area/length, potential energy must be provided. It follows that, other things being equal, long fractures require larger energy input than shorter fractures. For a fracture in a given network to receive more energy than its neighbours, it must be favourably orientated. The NE-trending fractures in Figure (11) are perpendicular to the time-averaged local direction of the spreading vector (Figure 1b) . These fractures are not only the most common but are also those that reach the greatest lengths. All the rift-zone fractures that deviate in strike much from being perpendicular the time-averaged direction of the local spreading direction receive little potential energy, soon stop growing, and remain short. Short fractures continue to form during the expansion of the network. But the gradual increase in the maximum length of the fractures as the network expands means that the fracture length range increases and, thereby, the entropy and the scaling exponent ( Figure 14) .
In this model of the length distribution of tectonic fractures (Figures 2 and 12 ), the bins in the power-low size distribution are a measure of energy levels. For a fracture to expand, that is, to increase its length so as to move from one bin to the next to the right, energy input is needed (Figure 17 ) to overcome the surface energy [Equations (11)- (13)]. Only exceptionally favoured fractures as regards attitude and relation to the local stress field can reach relatively great lengths in a particular fracture network. It follows that when moving to the right on the 'energy scale' (Figure 17 ), there will gradually fewer fractures occupying the bins, resulting in possibly a negative exponential or a power-law length distribution of fractures.
These conclusions apply to other lineaments that require energy input to grow, such as streets. Clearly streets are not formed by the same mechanism as fractures, but streets, like fractures, need energy input for their construction and growth. Mixed-mode fractures (those that are partly, say, mode I and partly mode II or mode III cracks) normally require higher energy input for their growth [26, 84, 85] . Similarly, the energy input needed for unit-length extension of a street depends on the type of street, but this energy is known and listed for constructional purposes [25, [86] [87] [88] . For example, the constructional energy per kilometre for various types of roads in different European countries are summarised in [86] . This implies that, like the fractures, the streets require more and more energy to move to the right on the schematic energy scale in Figure 17 . Thus, gradually fewer streets occupy bins at higher energy levels, which may result in power-laws length distributions. Since short streets continue to be constructed during the growth of the city and expansion of its street network, the gradual increase in the maximum length of street segments in the network at any time means that its length range increases and, thereby, its entropy and scaling exponent ( Figure 13) .
Again, like the fractures, only the most 'favourably oriented' streets have a chance of becoming long. Here 'favourably oriented' is in relation to the city shape and the street functionality within the city. Streets commonly become longer as the city to which they belong expands. For a growing street network in an expanding city, segments tend to be added to the longer streets so as to make transport to the city margins, and out of the city, possible. We may thus expect extension of some of the long street segments in a growing city, just so as to connect the existing long streets directly with the outer, developing parts of the city. By contrast, the short streets in the older, inner parts of a city cannot grow since they form a part of an already established, essentially static, part of the network. The overall shape of the city partly determines how its street network evolves and is, for example, one primary reason why the coast-parallel streets of Dundee are longer, that is, are more favourably oriented, on average, than its coast-perpendicular streets. Figure 17 . Schematic illustration of how the energy needed for a fracture/street to increase its length so as to move from one bin to the next bin to the right. Moving to the right along the horizontal (energy) axis on the diagram, more and more energy is needed, so that fewer and fewer fractures/streets have the energy input necessary to occupy the bins. As a results, there is a gradually decreasing height of the bins toward the right end of the energy axis.
Physical Meaning of the Entropy Results
Let us now briefly discuss the physical meaning of the entropy values for streets and fractures in Figures 13 and 14 , some of which are also presented in Tables 1 and 2 . For a thermodynamic entropy, the constant k in Equations (6) and (7) is Boltzmann's constant and has the value of k B = 1.38065 u 10 í23 J K í1 . For general probability or frequency distributions, k may be regarded as an arbitrary constant with a unit value. In this paper, the entropies, as calculated from Equation (7), are dimensionless and given in units of nat. This is equivalent to Boltzmann's constant k B being normalised to a factor 1. If the logarithmic base used were 2 rather than e, then the normalisation of k B would result in entropies in units of bits. The physical connection between the calculated entropies and the fracture/street populations, however, is through the energy input needed for their development, as discussed above. The longer the fractures/street, other things being equal, the greater must be the energy input to develop the fracture/street up to that length. The fracture/street development also produces entropy which is reflected in the entropy calculated from the power-law size distributions of the fracture/street populations. The physical meaning of the entropy results presented here can be explored further as follows. When temperature is defined in units of energy rather than in terms of the Kelvin temperature scale then the thermodynamic entropy also becomes dimensionless [45, 48, 88] and more easily interpreted as a measure of 'missing information' or 'degree of uncertainty' as regards a system [45, 46] . In fact, Boltzmann's constant may be regarded as a conversion factor between the units of energy and the units of temperature [45] , as is needed when temperature and energy are measured using different scales. Thus, if the entropies in this paper, such as in Tables 1 and 2 , were multiplied by the value of k B their units would be those of standard thermodynamic entropy.
'Missing information' is another name for 'information entropy', which is widely regarded as providing one of the foundations of modern statistical mechanics [48, 49, [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] . In particular, for equilibrium systems there is a general correspondence between information and thermodynamic entropies [94] . The fracture/street populations in the present study may be regarded as systems in close-to-equilibrium except during episodes of rapid city growth, for the streets, and volcanotectonic rifting episodes, for the fractures. Experimental demonstrations showing how information may be converted into energy [97] provide additional support for the connection between information theory and statistical mechanics.
Conclusions
x The paper presents the results of the trend and length measurements of crustal fractures in the active rift zone of Iceland and streets in the city of Dundee in East Scotland. The results of the measurements of a total of 221 fractures are given, all of which belong to two fracture networks (or swarms) in young lava flows in Southwest Iceland. The fractures show roughly normal distributions as regards trend (azimuth), with the mean trend being northeast. The fractures range in length from 40 m to 7700 m, with an average of 617 m, and show a power-law length distribution.
x Measurements of 1554 named streets and 6004 street segments in the city of Dundee, located at the coast of the Firth of Tay, show two main trends: one parallel to the coast (coast-parallel) and the other perpendicular to the coast (coast-perpendicular). Each of these main trends has a close-to normal distribution, the mean trends for the coast-parallel streets being 80-90 degrees and for the coast-perpendicular trends 160-170 degrees. The main trends are thus orthogonal.
x The named streets range in length from 15 m to 3023 m, whereas the street segments range from 3 m to 2249 m. Both named streets and segments follow power-law length distributions. Using bi-logarithmic (log-log) plots, the streets can be divided into several populations based on the differences in slopes of the straight lines on the plots, that is, on the population scaling exponents. x It is proposed that the fracture networks in Iceland and the street networks in Dundee are both partly determined by external constraints. In Iceland, these constraints are primarily related to the shapes of the swarms that contain the fractures which are elongated (elliptical) with major axes roughly parallel with the axis of the rift zone. In Dundee, the overall shape of the city is semi-elliptical where the main external constraint is the coastline. It is shown that the coast-parallel streets are, on average, longer than the coast-perpendicular streets and that this is largely the effect of the coast as a landscape constraint.
x Analysis of the street networks using equations from statistical mechanics for the entropy of a general probability (frequency) distribution indicates that the coast-parallel named streets have the highest entropy of all the main trends. Also, when taking all the street populations into account, there is a clear relation between entropy and scaling exponents of the populations of the streets. More specifically, the scaling exponents of a given population of streets (named and segments) is linearly proportional to the entropy of that population; that is, the larger the scaling exponent, the larger is the entropy. Very similar linear relationships are obtained between the scaling exponents and the entropies of the fracture populations. Furthermore, the entropy of a street/fracture population varies linearly as the range in street/fracture length of that population.
x It is proposed that the power-law size distributions of the streets and fracture lengths may be related to the energy input needed to extend the streets/fractures. The longer the fractures/street, other things being equal, the greater must be the energy input to develop the fracture/street up to that length. The fracture/street development also produces entropy which is reflected in the entropy calculated from the power-law size distributions of the fracture/street populations. Only exceptionally 'favoured' fractures/streets can reach relatively great lengths in a particular fracture/street network. It follows that when moving to the right on the 'energy scale' (Figure 17 ), there will gradually fewer fractures/streets occupying the bins, which may result in a power-law length distribution of fractures and streets.
